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“Human history becomes more and more a race between
education and catastrophe”
H.G.Wells, The Outline of History, p.1169
Introduction
In early 1997, the Canadian Minister of National Defence publicly issued an
excoriating report that roundly condemned the poor state of leadership, ethics
discipline, professional knowledge and education in the Canadian Armed Forces
particularly among officers. His public exposure stemmed from a series of traumatic
events that occurred in the four previous years. The most damning one had been the
appalling revelation that some soldiers of the Canadian Airborne Regiment, then on a
peacekeeping mission in Somalia, had beaten to death a young Somali teenager. The
trail led right back to senior officers in Canada and there was evidence of a cover-up.
The embarrassed government was forced into appointing a top level Somalia
Commission of Inquiry1. Then, in the next several months, followed revelations
recorded on camera of grotesque initiation rites and racism in airborne units and others.
The usually complacent and unmilitary Canadian public was shocked and indignant.2
The government promptly disbanded the Canadian Airborne Regiment. How, many
asked, did the Canadian Forces get here from its excellent performance in past decades?
It had fought well in both World Wars, in Korea and had served with great distinction
in the many United Nations missions since that time. Canadians, after all prided
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themselves believing that their forces were the humanitarian ‘honest northern brokers’
and perhaps the world’s best peacekeepers.3
The answer to the question is both short and long term; it involves how the
Canadian military evolved in the particular circumstance of the country’s history, no
one step of which signalled the harmful outcome. It is also the story of moments of
rapid change producing new scenarios to which Canada’s soldiers seemed reluctant or
incapable of responding. And the accumulative causes came not from just the soldiers
but from socio-political factors.
One starts with the contemporary events of the 1990s that most singularly
exposed the plight of military education.4 The ‘nineties were tumultuous years in
Canada and the world. The Soviet Union suddenly collapsed; the Cold War abruptly
ended. The old enemy was gone and so was the comfort for armies of knowing what
type of conflict they were likely to fight. There was increasing globalization, a
proliferation of non-government organizations (NGOs) and rapid technological change
all of which produced a so-called “revolution in military affairs”(RMA). This
perplexing “ post modern world” seemed to validate Francis Fukuyama’s “end of
history” or even that the old Westphalia state system had collapsed and been replaced
by chaos in a new uni-polar world.5
Historically, most Canadians have little interest in their military forces because
there has seldom been a direct threat. So at the end of the Cold War the public wanted
their peace dividend. Anxious to reduce an astronomical national debt and traditionally
not defence-minded, the politicians agreed. The Liberal government cut the Armed
Forces personnel from 90,000 to less than 60,000. Rust out and shortages of equipment
were obvious. Even though the service people did remarkably well in increasingly
difficult theatres like the Gulf War, Croatia, Bosnia and Kosovo, Rwanda, East Timor
and a host of others over the 10 years, the commitment-capability gap widened; morale
declined and numbers dwindled. ‘More with less’ was the catch phrase. The defence
budgets were slashed from over 12 billion dollars to just over 9 billion by 1995. Canada
stood 133rd out of 182 in defence spending relative to GNP—closer to Luxembourg’s
than a G-7 nation bordering on three oceans!6
At the same time, military education and Officers’ Professional Development
(OPD) schools too were significantly down-sized. The National Defence College, the
supposed strategic level facility was abruptly terminated. Staff schools were closed.
The two sister schools of the Royal Military College (RMC), College Militaire Royal in
Quebec and Royal Roads on the west coast were quickly shut down; RMC Kingston
was reduced by about 15 percent and then became the sole educational body, and more
cuts followed. These, of course, were traumatic in themselves. But generally, the
public approved especially as the Somalia Commission of Inquiry ground on with its
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revelations. Then in 1997 came the defence minister’s public charges of failures in
military leadership, discipline, ethics and professional knowledge. All of it led back to
matters of education and of how and what soldiers should learn.
In preparing his report, the Minister used four prominent and militarily
knowledgeable civilian university educators as advisors. While they arrived at their
findings separately, with one voice they told the Minister how ineffective current
military education was. To quote the blunt words of Jack Granatstein, one of them,
“The CF [Canadian Forces] has a remarkably ill-educated officer corps, surely one of
the worst in the Western world.” Only half of the Canadian Forces officers held
undergraduate university degrees. Moreover, less than eight percent held higher
degrees.7
Failures in Education and Leadership
If disturbing, these facts are relevant. It seems that in comparative terms,
Canadian officers as a group are not as well educated as their contemporaries in other
armed forces. Recent US studies, for instance, show a much higher level. Normally,
American officers must have a master’s degree before they can be promoted beyond the
rank of Major.8 Moreover, in the Canadian military what focus on higher education has
existed, is primarily in the technical fields, especially those with immediate, practical
applications. There has been little apparent official emphasis on liberal education or in
the humanities and social sciences. As Prof. David Bercuson, another of Young’s
advisor’s put it:
Canadian Officers today are weak in history, theory and the practical
application of military strategy. Moreover, there is a dearth of both strategic
thinking and forward planning generally. Almost all-Canadian military
intellectual activity concentrates either on the practicalities of doctrine, on
tactical matters or on administration. 9
The Roots of Education and Training
While the Minister’s report described the symptoms and effects and ordered
specific treatment, it did not address all of the causes. To understand the long path
toward the crisis in military education one has to start with the accumulations of history
and first with the development of military education itself. Military education has been
slow to evolve at the same rate as its civilian counterpart. Some of the reasons reside in
the nature of war’s development itself. The ‘heroic warrior’ concept - the legacy of the
ancient Greeks - associated the military more with muscle, individual prowess and
patriotism than things cerebral like education.10 A highly trained soldier became
associated with a highly educated one. Mounting technological advances in weapons
put a premium on knowing how to use them.11 Field experience added to the impression
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that those who had often been to the wars knew all there was to know. In turn, this
symbolized the tension between theory and practice and is further manifest in the roles
of education and training. The question then what is training and what is education
presents a true conundrum because both are vital to the same profession.12
Soldiers themselves have often been the greatest inhibitors for military
education. Hierarchical discipline, fixed procedures, uniform action and a need to deal
with immediate and dangerous reality without time for abstraction discourages them
from stepping into the unknown. There are two ways that make change in military
circles. One is what military historian, Theodore Ropp, described as the “last traumatic
experience” syndrome wherein only some disaster forces the issue;13 the other is the
incremental pressure of socio-political and technology innovation. And the latter
usually causes the former.
Nevertheless, since the late 16th century, advances in military technology led
inevitably back to education as surely as the efficient military use of gunpowder forced
military personnel to study physics and chemistry. By the 1700s, growth in state
organization and bureaucratic efficiency and the development of national monied
economies widened the factors effecting war’s outcome. Later advances in western
liberal thought established ideas such as the social contract between citizens and states,
the nation-in-arms and the possibility of restraining conflict through codified law and
international convention. Such concepts cultured a demand for more and different
military education. In the 20th century, totalitarian dictatorships - militaristic in thought
and well-developed industrially - showed what carnage a technically efficient and
tactically well trained mass army could reek on the world when fired by nationalist and
racist doctrine. The professional soldiers sometimes became willing pawns at the hands
of dictators - still extremely important but isolated from politics and society and limited
in horizon by increased training and the absence of a truly liberal education. Some of
this even extended to the democracies. Clemenceau thought that war was too important
to be left to the generals but the spectre of a nuclear Armageddon showed that it was
too important to be monopolized by any one interest group. In short, soldiers had to be
as well educated as the civilians lest they become mere superbly trained automata to the
defence scientists and strategic think-tank experts. Indeed, warfare of the last six
decades, whether conventional, cold war, peacekeeping or now asymmetric, has placed
new and more challenges to what the military needs to know and how they must act.
Contemporary soldiers are confronted by a bewildering range of civil, cultural and
political factors foreign to their traditional martial skills. They must be knowledgeable
and analytical with it all to do their jobs; and to use Sir Michael Howard’s phrase, they
must have a “liberal conscience.”14
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If one believes that military education has utility, then one must accept three
basic assumptions. The first is, as Samuel Huntington asserts, soldiering has evolved
into a profession which is characterized by particular technical knowledge, higher
education and doctrines and by values, ethos and codes of conduct. That soldiers are
armed automatically raises concerns about their relationship to society and their need to
appreciate and understanding of what they serve.15 To do so they must be educated in a
particular way.16 In short, education is not a panacea but it is the sine qua non of
military effectiveness. The second assumption is, as Clausewitz identified nearly two
centuries ago, the existence of a sacrosanct and symbiotic trinity of the military, the
government and the people; break it and the entire society might be in danger.
Significantly, if Canadians are an “unmilitary people”, the links have been fragile at
best. 17 The third assumption is that there is a difference between education and
training. Put simply, training is a predictable response to a predictable situation.
Education on the other hand is a “reasoned” response to an unpredictable situation –
which is critical thinking in the face of the unknown. Modern soldiering demands that
both education and training reside together, and are absolutely necessary. But they are
fundamentally different.18 The Canadian Forces (CF) have not been immune to the
general nature, development and assumptions of military education and they have
added a few spins of their own.
Historical Baggage to World War II
For Canada’s soldiers, historical baggage is a major determinant in developing
their attitudes toward and practices of military education. There are many paradoxes
endemic to Canada that complicate military development. The country is so large, has
such a severe a climate, and is so rich but has few immediately useable resources,
human or physical, that it is both unassailable and indefensible.19 Public perceptions of
threat were and are rare. Always junior partners in very large alliance systems such as
the French and British Colonial Regimes or now the American Empire, the senior
partners never demanded much of our soldiers beyond our field skills. Part-time
volunteer citizen-soldiers serving only localities were all that the government or the
people wanted or seemed to need. Canadian soldiers have never had to be much more
than technically and tactically good and only when called to battle. The militiamen
knew what side of the tree from which to fire a musket; they could build bridges, haul
supplies; bring a native savvy to any problem or storm Vimy Ridge. And so Canadians
militiamen established high military reputation on these limited functions.20
Over time Canadians conjured this into a “militia myth” that part-time soldiers
were the country’s best line of defence. But this view also contributed to a further
stunted horizon.21 The effects were poor peacetime preparation in training and
education. As for the general public’s view of the military, it was seldom concerned or
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interested. Traditionally, Canada remained safe because of the Monroe Doctrine, the
Royal Navy and time and distance.22 In the two great wars of the20th century, as a
junior ally, Canada contributed magnificently her brave but limited manpower, her
natural and industrial/technical resources and her tactical prowess. But significantly,
the war direction, strategy and priorities were determined by others.23 In time, these
facts gave Canadians, both in the military and out, a hard to overcome tactical and
technical mind-set. 24
Until the Second World War, Canada’s military had few professional
development facilities beyond the unit level. What soldiers learned at the higher levels
was mostly “experiential” in someone else’s force.25 The Royal Military College
(RMC) was established in 1876, but its few graduates did not go into the Canadian
regular force. Typically, Canadian officers were commissioned in British service.26
Only by the 1920's was a very small selection of senior officers chosen to attend the
first strategic level military school in Great Britain, the Imperial Defence College - for
there was not such things in Canada. There, they learned all about the strategic thinking
of the British Empire but little about Canada.27
History after World War II
After the Second World War, the military schools expanded considerably, as
increasing professionalism and size demanded. But, the educational content remained a
poor second to an ever increasing and more sophisticated training and technical
preparation. There were two potential exceptions. The first was RMC, which re-opened
in 1948 as a tri-service college. In the next decade, it became a university in its own
right with a charter from the Province of Ontario. Soon this experience was repeated
with the creation of two smaller sister colleges, Royal Roads on the West Coast and
College Militaire Royal (CMR) at St Jean, Quebec. While all three were representative
nationally and with CMR better prepared to give expression to French Canada in the
armed services, the Department of National Defence did not allow these colleges to
educate more than 25 per cent of the total officer corps. Hopefully the civilian postsecondary schools would supply the rest, but that was not the way it turned out due to
the need for rapid forces expansion and public disinterest.
The other potential exception was the National Defence College (NDC) established in
1948, supposedly it was to be the senior “ Canadian Joint Services Staff College.” But
its creators did not consider it a strategic school - only one to train a supply of senior
personnel “to co-ordinate civil and military operations in a national effort.”28
Furthermore, attendance was not a required part of senior officers’ education or career
progression.
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Significantly, when press reports suggested that the new Canadian “National Defence
College” would be similar to the British Imperial Defence College and to the US
National War College, the Canadian Chief of the General Staff made it clear he wanted
his senior officers to continue to go to British or American strategic schools.29 This
dependence on allies to get higher strategic development - perhaps a sign of a residual
‘colonial cringe’ - hinted at an uncertain future for NDC. It also meant that there would
be no Canadian high level military forum developing a unique national strategy or
producing informed general officers capable of advising politicians or countering
alliance strategies.30
The Cold War and Living with Uncle
Right after the Second World War, the Canadian government - a bit wary about
the military’s expansive post war plans - wanted the forces returned to the traditional
minuscule pre-bellum level dependent on a militia. But as usual with Canada, events
beyond its control abruptly changed things with the sudden onset of the Cold War and
then the United Nations action in Korea in 1950. In turn, these “traumas’ created a
rapid force expansion with its immediate demand for many more officers. Hurriedly
created Officer Candidate Schools took direct entry candidates right out of high school.
It seemed right, for Canada’s military proved to be better than most. And there was no
evidence that a higher education was necessary to do the things in the field that training
accomplished and the allies in NATO and the United Nations liked.31 The majority of
officers therefore remained without higher education. Furthermore, RMC quickly
became the place to get the engineering specialists and so the entrance requirements
and the curriculum was geared towards an applied technical education as first among
the equals. In general then, because Canada's Forces had been historically oriented to
‘task means’ and not to ‘goal ends’, its view of education was similarly ‘need-and taskdriven.’ It confirmed the already well-established historical emphasis on things
technical and tactical rather than on liberal education concepts and a unique Canadian
strategy. And in the late 1950s, why should it not be thus! The forces did very well
what its government directed and what its allies expected. Besides, the education level
of the CF was not much different than the rest of Canadian society of the time …yet.
In these same early Cold War years, new forms of all of the old historical
paradoxes confirmed Canada’s tactical and technical military being. Now the United
States made all of the strategic decisions. In Canada, there were precious few informed
civilian military analysts to give real debate. Canadian universities, then as now,
showed little interest in the study of things military unless there was a handsome
financial subsidy. Naturally “unmilitary” Canadians, like their governments, rightly
were concerned more about national development and social programmes such as the St
Lawrence Seaway project or a national ‘medicare’ scheme. Yet, troublesome signs
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emerged in the sixties. Canadian governments had trouble meeting sky-rocketing costs
and technological change. The public was divided on having a nuclear role; some
wanted to practice only conventional soldering in NATO and others preferred
peacekeeping and disarmament in the UN. The soldiers favoured the conventional war
alliance scenario because it produced a comforting professional identity and made real
contributions. Having none of its own, the military had only familiar alliance doctrine
to espouse. The common Soviet enemy was as present and dangerous as ever. With
good interoperability with foreign friends, Canada’s soldiers got to know and use the
latest equipment, share high quality training, and to practice operations in formations
higher than brigades. As long as Canadian governments did not define or co-ordinate a
clearly different defence and foreign policy, then the military professionals had every
right to place their faith in this modernized version of conventional ‘tactical-technical’
thinking within NATO and NORAD (North American Air Defence Agreement).32
But steadily gaining momentum in the late sixties was government
unwillingness to support an expensive defence posture aimed at the European alliance.
The Liberal government’s imposed military unification, integration and civilianization likely done as much to get control of the military whom they suspected of being too
“interoperable” with the Americans as it was to reduce costs-added to the forces’
trauma.33 Indeed, morale plummeted, and some have argued that in the 18 months after
these ‘reforms of 1968’, over 26,000 personnel departed the services with 13,142
quitting prematurely. Some say that it was an intellectual decapitation as the brightest
and the best left.34
Sensing Problems
Yet, there were a few senior officers in the CF who realized that the officer
corps’ education was not adequate for the changing times. In 1969, the Chief of the
Canadian Defence Staff, General Jean Allard, asked Major General Roger Rowley, to
investigate the efficacy of Officers’ Professional Development (OPD) in light of the
government’s order to unify Canada’s three separate military services. After a thorough
investigation, Rowley concluded that there were serious weaknesses. Cutting to the
chase, he said that there was neither a mature guiding “system”, nor appropriate levels
of education in the officer corps. When General Allard read the report, he warned
ominously:
It matters little whether the Forces have their present manpower strength and
financial budget, or half of them, or double them; without a properly educated,
effectively trained, professional officer corps the Forces would in the future be doomed
to, at the best mediocrity; at the worst, disaster.35
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But in the 27 years that followed not much was done with Rowley’s
assessment.36 In fact, between 1969 and 1995, the Canadian Forces had no less than six
major reports on the need to reform professional development. All pointed to the
“absence of an underpinning philosophy and conceptual framework for OPD beyond
the issues of military tactics”.37 In turn, the soldiers themselves were active but
indecisive; they “cherry-picked to oblivion rather than implemented” each report, and
the Forces were so busy, and generally getting things done well enough, that the
politicians did not get involved in matters of military education even if they thought
about it.38 There were also other contributing factors.
Other Contributors to the Problems
One of these was the simultaneous emergence of another of the Canada’s
military paradoxes: bureaucratic management processes that ultimately eclipsed
traditional leadership. If higher military education was necessary, now the “coveted”
MBA and MPA became the new educational panacea. But this only confirmed the tasktechnological preference.39 Moreover, many in the Canadian Forces still saw little need
for higher education, especially in the combat arms. Consequently, hard pressed
commanding officers would not send their officers to graduate schools for fear of going
without.40 Only the technical support services encouraged their officers to do so.
Canadian attendance at the many alliance technical and command and staff schools
increased, and so the dominance of foreign ideas in Canadian service remained. This
convinced one RMC professor in 1970 to publicly lament that senior Canadian officers
suffered from lack of a “command intellect”.41
To some degree, the Canadian ‘regimental system’ and inter-service rivalries
contributed to the stunting of military education. It was ‘tribal’ with three line ‘tribes’
in cut-throat mutual competition. As senior officers’ careers take them to Ottawa’s
National Defence Headquarters (NDHQ), that competition likely continues there.
Perhaps this is why over the years there has been no unified education policy coming
out of NDHQ.42 For the few who managed to get a chance for such higher education,
or more likely for those who earned it on their own in spite of the system, not being in
the regiment to train often meant not advancing on the merit list. For them, promotion
was difficult.43 Higher education was not conceived of as a way to develop the minds
of officers to be responsive to unpredictable or unconventional situations especially at
the higher levels of strategy.44 Frustrated, many of the well-educated simply left the
service, and they continue to do so.45 As one commentator said of this brain drain, in
industry when a specialist leaves one firm he is not lost to the industry - when an expert
leaves the armed forces he is lost forever.46
Contributing to the situation was, and still is, the nature of Canadian Forces’
career management. They have had a cadre of military career managers for years. But
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for at least two decades they have had a most difficult task. Overworked and undermanned and having to juggle competing demands of diminishing human and financial
resources with increasing operational tasking like peacekeeping, these managers scrap
planning to fill holes.47 Neither is an educational philosophy there to guide them.
Consequently, education is undervalued in career development. Sometimes, recent
postgraduates are not posted into after-degree employment which takes advantage of
their hard earned degrees; other times where they do get in the correct slots, their
seniors do not know how to use this brain trust – some say it frightens them. In all, this
is tantamount to institutional anti-intellectualism.48
Flaws in the Senior Schools
In the case of National Defence College, in due course, its graduates were too
few, its curriculum lacked academic rigour (and therefore credibility); its candidates
were not always well selected as the very best; less than fifty percent of NDC graduates
were ever promoted and its short ten months term was too busy with a constant parade
of speakers, much tourist-like travel and very little personal study or reading.49 By
1992, the criticism was very strident.50 For good or bad, it was closed in 1994.
As for the three colleges of the Canadian Military College system, over the
years, they maintained a high level of university education for those who attended. But
being allowed to produce no more than about twenty-five per cent of the total officer
requirement, their foot print was not large enough to set the standard for education in
the Forces. And there were some internal problems. Besides funding issues, all three
colleges were mutually competitive in programmes. The cut-throat competition led to
duplication and stifled educational innovation51. Rather than education conceived as a
holistic entity, it was driven by ‘task-need’ demands of military occupations. RMC, for
instance, produced a far larger number of engineering graduates than in the sciences or
arts. As a result tensions between faculty divisions heightened as they seemed to be
competing more and more for what they deemed their share of the ever diminishing
resource pot.
Certainly the military outside the colleges thought that not enough good old
fashioned military training was in the curricula, so they tried to ignore them.52 The
anti-intellectualism also took the form of charges that the high cost of the military
university system compared to civilian universities was outlandish. These outside
critics thought it would be cheaper to just let the civilian institutions educate the few
specialists one really needed in the services.53 This unsettling financial assessment
turned out to be wrong, but it was made often.54 There was also a smouldering
dissatisfaction from the operational branches that they were not getting the Colleges’
graduates soon enough and that they knew too few military things for having spent four
years at a military institution. Sometimes the cadets were accused of being arrogant
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‘ring-knockers’ who did not fit into the appropriate military culture.55 Finally, RMC
was dragging its feet on innovative educational programmes such as continuing studies.
For two decades, it did not get involved in theses until the late 1990s in spite of the
clear bottom up demand and well-advanced civilian university programmes.56
In the seventies and eighties, the Canadian Forces College at Toronto turned out
competent, solid Command and Staff graduates quite capable of taking their place in
the heady but conventional military worlds of NDHQ: Ottawa or the alliance in Europe
or the United States. However, it was not meeting the changing military conditions and
the demands for a better OPD. The Command and Staff Course only reached a minority
of the “majors”, in part because there was no mechanism of distributed education.
Often the college wanted its graduates to be given university credit for completing the
course. But some instructors had little academic qualification either to teach or to be
masters of portions of the content; there seemed to be no attempt to make sure that they
were, save that they were chosen for their service experience more than any other thing.
The curriculum stuck pretty well to the conventional alliance doctrine and allowed little
room for exploring anything uniquely Canadian. A student’s time was jammed with
visiting speakers and there was little mind-stretching, in-depth reading and writing.
Examinations were restricted. Syndicate discussions demanded little academic
preparation and one wondered if anyone ever failed.
The Civilians' Force Reforms
In looking back on the 30 years before the Defence Minister’s reform fiat of
1997, it is clear that many in the armed forces were well aware that there were serious
problems in OPD. Real financial difficulties and apparent government neglect of the CF
did not help. Yet every one tried to heal something. Fixes, when they appeared, came as
a sort of spontaneous curricular acupuncture. Such ad hoc treatment caused the
educational and training limbs to twitch in different directions, often independently.
But in the last decade the “traumatic experiences” accumulated very quickly, the
Somalia tragedy being the most immediate and offensive catalyst. And so, in 1997 with
the military seemingly unable to reform, an impatient Minister of National Defence the spokesman for the civilian–political sector - ordered it to be done; he also appointed
an independent ‘watchdog’ to make sure it was.57 Clearly, he did not trust his senior
officers to do the job themselves.
From 1997 on, he declared, all officers were to have a university degree upon
commissioning and those serving members who did not have one were given a limited
time to get it. Other important directives varied from a complete curriculum and
governance review at RMC to the establishment of an ethics and leadership centre
there and the creation of new courses at CFC: Toronto directed at the professional
development of senior and general officers.58
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Transformation of What and How Soldiers Learn
One of the most fundamental questions in the ministerial reform movement was
‘what should an officer candidate learn? Its concomitant was ‘how to avoid the
limitations that were brought about by the long technical and tactical bias and the
isolation from the Canadian community’. The answer was liberal education. Rowley
had said it in 1969; special OPD investigator, Lieutenant General Robert Morton had
repeated it in 1995:
To perform well, officers must be trained and educated to master the art of war.
A foundation of military skill is essential, as is the ability to think creatively and to
reason critically. Officers must acquire a comprehensive understanding of the political,
economic, social, cultural and military issues and trends that may effect the security of
Canada…the nation can accept nothing less.
The defence minister consequently ordered that each graduate must have “a
broad based education, well grounded in the sciences and the humanities, with special
emphasis being placed on the development of values, ethics and leadership skills
needed to prepare officers for responsibilities and service to their country.”59
This is not to say that even before the 1997 ministerial directions, some of the
elements within the CF were already doing important things on their own. For instance,
for a long time, RMC as an accredited university had not only been offering excellent
education; it already had a vibrant graduate school in engineering. But this was not the
case for the arts, especially in subjects relating to the study of the profession of arms
and society. Nor was it the case for having billets identified for the sake of increasing
the general educational level of the Forces. In spite of the large ‘bottoms-up’ demand,
national headquarters had sponsored few students. And so on its own initiative, the
College decided to take education to where the clients were: their work place. In 1992,
RMC began to teach postgraduate courses from their War Studies master’s programme
off campus anywhere it could find the resources and the military audience to do so.
Today, there are more than 260 registrations in the masters' courses and a dozen in the
residential doctoral programme at Kingston. Moreover, the subject was what many
dedicated soldiers wanted: it related directly to the study of the profession of arms.
These paths are open to regular and reserve forces and a select number of civilians and
foreign officers .
The War Studies success helped RMC embark on other post and undergraduate
continuing education programmes starting in early 1996. Currently, the College has
about 3,000 undergraduates taking courses part-time coast to coast and overseas from
Bosnia to the Far East. As well as having conventional programmes, Continuing
Studies created a new undergraduate degree pattern aimed at the profession of arms
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similar to the graduate War Studies - a Bachelor of Military Arts and Science
(BMASc). They also credited certain CF training courses. The outreach project is
highly sensitive to the posting demands of service personnel, something that civilian
universities did not do as easily if at all. It uses whatever means is effective to deliver
this education to the work place, be it correspondence, traditional lectures or
electronic.60
While all of this was well in train, the Minister’s reform dicta produced a close
scrutiny of RMC’s undergraduate curriculum during 1997-1998. It was done by a
committee headed by a former Chief of the Defence Staff, General Ramsay Withers.
Assisted mostly by a number of prominent civilian educators, Withers concluded that
RMC must constitute the ‘heart and soul’ of the officer corps’ education.61 To do so, a
“core” programme was created comprising 30 percent of what all cadets studied. The
mandatory subjects were military history, civics, military law, Canadian military
history, military theory and strategy, international relations, leadership and ethics,
information technology, and emerging technologies. Mathematics and science subjects
were to be well represented.62 Most of the stipulated core courses had been offered for
years, but only the arts graduates were getting most of it.
Pointedly the committee blamed much of the educational failures on the
military attitudes outside RMC and not on the College. Once again, it was the old
dichotomy between education and training, the reconciliation of which was absolutely
fundamental to reform. One way to do this was also to increase to 30 per cent of the
faculty the number of serving officers teaching at the College. But it also made it clear
that they had to be university qualified. NDHQ would have to make sure that the
appropriate post graduate educational opportunities would be given the new military
teachers.63
But RMC cannot and does not want to be the sole provider of higher education
for the military. Withers’ committee clearly saw RMC graduates as the standard bearers
of officership. In order to set that standard in the officer corps, the College must
increase its graduates to 40 per cent of the total CF officer needs. This number still
leaves the majority to be obtained from the civilian institutions. By having the dual
civil-military officer production system there will be strong and healthy links between
the military and societal imperatives necessary for a well-rounded, well-educated
Armed Force in a democratic society.64
Contact with civilian universities remains very important. In pursuit of this,
RMC sees itself well positioned to act as advisor, even a broker, in helping Canadian
Forces members get to a civilian university or to Kingston. At the moment, the
Continuing Studies programme has several cooperative agreements with universities
across the country. RMC recognizes other institutions’ credit towards our degrees and
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they the College's.65 With a university charter granted by the Province of Ontario and
subject to its Ministry of Education’s audit standards like all other Ontario higher
educational institutions, RMC is viewed as an integral part of the university community
and so military education gains civilian respectability.66
The New Vision of Leadership and Education
Of course military education does not end at RMC; nor does it begin there.
The Minister’s 1997 orders, however, produced a new and fruitful effort at National
Defence HQ to establish the guiding vision of Canadian Officership. In February 1999,
the Chief of the Defence Staff struck a special committee on OPD independent of the
chain of command. By early 2000, this team of well-educated officers from all services
headed by a “believer’’ committed to reform, Lt Gen Romeo Dallaire, produced that
vision statement. It is called “Canadian Officership in the 21st Century- OPD 2020:
Statement of Operational Requirement.”67
The vision is an officer corps that is fully professional, aware of its
responsibilities to the nation, and which manifests those qualities and ideals inherent in
the military ethos upon which military effectiveness depends. It calls for men and
women who are outstanding leaders who demonstrate superior intellectual capacity
based on broad liberal education. They will be dynamic in thought and action capable
of dealing with uncertainty and ambiguity, innovative and proactive. They will operate
effortlessly in a technological and information rich environment and be committed to
life-long learning.68
Dallaire’s group specified eight fundamental deficiencies in professional
development , the first of which was general education. This was quickly followed by
its sub-sets: leadership theory and practice, technological and operation competence,
knowledge of civil-military relations and the Canadian way of life, the theory and
structure of conflict, acceptance of bilingualism and pluralism in Canada and, finally, a
concept of operations to implement the new vision. Clearly military education means
far more than simply being educated.69
Transformation could only be accomplished two ways: first, add educational
institutions along side RMC or create new ones. Dallaire’s team recommended several
things. Among these were the establishment of an over-arching governance and coordinating professional development body in the form of a virtual defence academy;
then there was to be a military leadership institute, and a war college-type strategic and
national security facility for the formation of very senior officers. The second important
recommendation was the establishment of a forces-wide all ranks core-curriculum
applicable to all stages of a career. The content closely followed RMC’s , and it was
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clearly meant to a life-long learning process.70 However incomplete, most of these
ideas have been put into action.71 Lets look at few of these reforms.
More Reforms
After the closures in 1994, the only other major professional development
school left was the Canadian Forces College: Toronto. Improvements at CFC followed
quickly. For instance, many of the instructors at the rank of Lieutenant Colonel or
higher now must hold a Masters degree.72 The Command and Staff courses have been
revamped and include a higher level of strategic and Canadian security studies.
Integration of education and training with RMC has now reached the point that RMC
grants university credit towards a Bachelor of Arts or Master of Arts in various degree
patterns for officers passing the Canadian Forces College’s courses. Indeed the
educational quality of the new command and staff course was high enough to have
RMC grant a professional degree - A Master of Defence Science to all CFC graduates
who meet RMC’s university standards.73 Moreover, the government’s Ministry of
Education evaluated the new degree and assessed it equal to civilian university
standards.74
Indeed, for over the past two years with the active participation of RMC and
experts from civilian universities, the Canadian Forces College, is delivering a three
month and six month course aimed at the highest ranks. The Advanced Military Studies
Course (AMSC) and the National Security Studies Course (NSSC) represent the first
obligatory educational requirements for studies in war fighting and strategy for
promotion to eneral officer. They are geared to a graduate level university
performance and, to use General Romeo Dallaire’s phrase get senior officers “to think
out of the box”. Just finishing their fifth iteration in 2004, these mandatory programmes
ensure that Canada’s generals will have the formal professional military education vital
to their position and responsibilities.75
Canadian Forces College: Toronto has also added to their faculty civilian academics
with doctorates in Military History, Politics and Anthropology to help augment the
expertise of the military instructors. And there will be more. The College’s library
resources have improved tremendously, especially the electronic ‘Information Resource
Centre’, described by professional librarians as world class.76 Now all that CFC has to
do now is to reciprocate with some accreditation toward the Command and Staff course
for officers who cannot attend Toronto, but who hold appropriate RMC graduate
degrees. Other military forces do it.
Still there was also a clear need to have some sort of a co-ordinating and regulating
body that could bring all of the professional development needs and facilities together - that is the concept of a Canadian Defence Academy (CDA). It is an idea long
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encouraged by many previous investigations. Resident at RMC and with direct access
to the Chief of the Defence Staff , it was stood up in the spring of 2002. It defines and
harmonizes the vision of common professional development and education” for all
members of the Canadian Forces, regardless of their rank, branch of service, occupation
or location”. Under its purview are RMC , the Canadian Forces College: Toronto, the
equally new military Leadership Institute, all recruiting and training and a variety of
other similar agencies.77
The new Canadian Forces Leadership Institute (CFLI) was created to help solve the
chronic leadership and ethics problems through high level expertise and research. Also
resident at RMC and under the governance of the Academy, the institute is responsible
for leadership issues and doctrine concerning the profession of arms and military ethics
and ethos. Currently headed by a naval Captain with a doctorate in psychology, his
well-educated and diverse team is both civilian and military. It maintains constant links
with its counter-parts in the civilian universities and often commissions these experts
for specific study. At the moment it is on the verge of publishing the first
comprehensive manual on the Profession of Arms in Canada, and is in the advanced
stages of drafting a comprehensive CF Leadership Doctrine Manual.
One should say a few words about these pioneering and critical studies. In the
former, the Canadian Profession of Arms is articulated for each member at their
appropriate rank level as being characterized by “expertise”, “identity” and
“responsibility” under government direction and control. The military ethos is defined
as the spirit derived from all these as well as from Canadian values that binds the
profession of arms together. When combined, these articulate the professional
character as “Duty with Honour.”78 The mode of all leadership will be the
transformational or ‘value-based ’kind rather than one of hierarchy and discipline.79 It
must be derived from the leader’s appreciation of civic, legal, professional and ethics
values which collectively guide his or her ‘conduct’ to inspire confidence, trust and
well-being.80
There are many other improvements going one elsewhere. Importantly, on other
Canadian Forces bases, many commanding officers are now obliged to encourage all
ranks to take advantage of either civilian universities or RMC’s part-time studies
programme. Their willingness suggests that the necessary cultural change is taking
place in the Forces’ leadership. Part of this is practical help. For instance, now DND
will give education cost rebates up $20 thousand for a career total for those who
successfully complete university and other post secondary courses. Significantly,
providing higher education is also seen as a “quality of life” issue aimed at improving
conditions on military bases. For instance, spouses can take applicable courses.
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The traditional high level Canadian Forces training is also being modified and
co-ordinated to meet certain education requirements; it is therefore double-hatted and
cost effective for soldiers who have only a relatively short career time to be both welleducated and well-trained. At the same time, there has been evidence that the old
“culture” is not gone completely.81 Jurisdictional jealousies, ‘certificatism’ or ticket
punching attitudes crop up from time to time, all of which also points out the difference
between education and ‘quality’ education. But things have improved remarkably.

Conclusion
In the end, the trauma and transformation of Canadian military education has
been no short term affair. The long passage to the crisis of the 1990s was subtly
incremental and rooted in Canada’s historical development. No one step clearly
indicated a wrong destination. Little military threat paradoxically coupled with a sense
of indefensibility created a dependence on alliances to make up human and material
shortfalls. Successful and comfortable inside such arrangements, Canadians felt they
needed nothing more than a small citizen militia that had a good native savvy at
technical and tactical things. Besides, war was usually far away. Allies expected and
asked little. There was no reason most of the time to have or think about higher military
education or what it was or should do. When the various crunches came, Canada’s
friends supplied the larger ideas, much of the direction and some of the material. In
many ways, this was a simple reflection of the larger civil society and government
which had few military concerns and not much knowledge.
But conditions changed. Since the Boer War Canada’s troops have gone abroad
in larger numbers in the name of an alliance. It demanded increasing professionalism
starting with the lowest orders. Never big enough to be decisive in coalitions, Canadian
soldiers made their ‘functional’ contributions. They were low enough that an
appreciation of true professional needs became stalled at the tactical level. Excellence
in training was confused with education. Field experience overshadowed critical
thinking, and applied technical skills usurped an understanding of liberal education and
strategic concerns. As the tempo of commitment picked up in the Cold War period,
paradoxically it both confirmed the old historical postures of alliance dependence and
technical-tactical functionalism, and let loose forces that would deny them. Identifying
those latter forces had little import for soldiers because of the nature of their
professional development, the fact that they were so transfixed on NATO or interoperability with the USA or increasingly busy with peacekeeping. And they were
buoyed at their own success because they were good at what they did. At the same
time, the military started to fall behind and lose touch with their civil society, not
realizing that by the late 1970s most Canadians had much higher level of education
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than they did. Constantly abroad and then isolated on those huge and remote Canadian
bases and always training did not help. They did not appreciate that for some years
many Canadians were less and less comfortable with the large and expensive NATO
commitment or following too uncritically allied strategies.
Then the Cold War unexpectedly ended and conventional warfare gave away to
a welter of asymmetric conflicts. For Canada, many technologies outstripped affordability. All of it threw into doubt traditional Canadian military practices and the
professional qualities needed to function in the new order. Savaged by budget cuts and
galloping deployments, the military experienced a heightened “soul and role” trauma
trying to understand it all. Yet it seemed indecisive in rectifying a problem that it knew
existed. The end of the “race between education and chaos” came in the tragedy of the
Somalia Affair. Frustrated with its senior soldiers’ outdated ideas, obfuscations and
apparent dithering, an impatient civil government acted with its full authority. It
ordered a transformation of military and professional development with new visions
of leadership, socio-political understanding, professional knowledge and critical and
strategic thinking. The achievements of these are well on their way. But in looking back
on how Canada’s soldiers got ‘here from there’, future observers would be wise to
know about and look at wider and larger issues of history before trauma forces
transformation.82
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